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The 18th Annual General Meeting of T&TECHS was held on 27th October 2018 at the site
of the society in CDA Sector F-17/2 Islamabad. The meeting was attended almost by all the
members of the Managing Committee along with 600 plus members from all around the
country. Although as per new Islamabad Cooperative Societies Rules, 2018, effective from
March 19th 2018, under sub clause 8 of clause 6-A, the quorum for the Annual General
Meeting has been revised to 1/5th of the total members of the society, however during the
meeting, the members’ attendance surpasses this minimum criterion. Mr. Faraz Siddiqui,
Inspector, Cooperative Societies Department, Islamabad, was also present on the occasion
to observe the entire proceedings of the meeting. All the participating members marked
their attendance at the reception of the venue. Despite having published and despatched
the minutes of the last AGM and annual audit reports to individual members and uploading
these on the society’s official website, copies of audited accounts, minutes of the last
AGM along with current agenda of the meeting were also made available at the reception
for ready reference of the members, as evident from attached photographs, video and
attendance sheets.
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The meeting was started on a patriotic note by playing musical composition of the national
anthem to which everybody stood up to pay their respect for the country.
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Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed Khan Jogezai, President of the society welcomed the participants of
the meeting and thanked the members of the society in taking out time for attending the
meeting and reposing trust and confidence on the present Managing Committee. In his
short welcoming address to the members, he informed that the society has convened
the AGM at site once again to provide an opportunity to the members of the society to
witness and assess themselves the progress of the ongoing development work at site. He
emphasized that the managing committee, duly spearheaded by Mr. Azhar Balouch, is
dedicatedly striving in the best interest of the members of the society and the development
work is a clear reflection to it. He apologised for not providing possession of plots to some
of the members so far, however he categorically conveyed his assurance that all those
members who have not yet been provided with possession of their plots will be provided
possession in due course of time positively. He informed the members of the society that
we have travelled a long way to reach here and will cover the remaining distance shortly by
the grace of Allah the Almighty. As a tradition he thanked all the participants in general and
offered his special thanks to all Pakhtoon brethren, present in the meeting, in their regional
language as well, which was highly appreciated by the members.
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Syed Rizwan Munir, Society’s Consultant on matters pertaining to development issues,
also addressed the members of the society and informed that a zero tolerance approach is
being followed by his company through its highly qualified and well experienced professional
staff in all the development process with respect to material, labour and implementation.
Besides that all the material and labour bills along with selection of vendors and contractors
have also been properly examined and verified by his company, which are systematically
in line with rules compatible with PEPRA requirements. The material testing system is also
based on standard quality assurance techniques, which can be verified on ground or from
any other quarter. He also informed the members that since the society has started the
development work on self-execution basis, it has saved atleast 40% in the development
work cost as compared to initial BOQ and this has also been confirmed in the forensic audit
report as well. He also informed that these issues have also been endorsed by a third party
who conducted the Forensic Audit of the society.
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Mr.Zill-e-Hassan, G.M. (Finance) also spoke on the occasion and informed the members
of the society that its high time that the society should part ways with the obsolete
computerized systems and adopt modern, state of the art, duly integrated, high end
multi module system covering Accounting, HR, Land record management, members
admission, transfer and receipt system for the benefit of the society. He also informed that
in this regard steps have already been taken and the society intends to get its obsolete
computerized system replaced with new system in the near future.
The meeting was formally started with point wise agenda items, as circulated and published
in the leading newspapers, before the members for their approval, the detail of which is as
follows:

12
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Agenda Item No.1

Recitation from the Holy Quran
The meeting was formally started with the recitation from the Holy Quran by Qari Najam
uddin followed by recitation of Naat by Mr. Karraar Hussain, one of the honourable
members, who came from Karachi.
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Agenda Item No.2

Confirmation and approval of the minutes of 17th Annual
General Meeting.
Minutes of the 17th Annual General Meeting, duly approved by the Registrar Cooperative
Societies vide letter No. 1160/CR/ICT/B dated 21.04.2017 were presented before the
members as per bye-laws and duly approved by them without any objection from any
member present in the meeting.
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Agenda Item No.3

General Secretary’s briefing on the overall state of affairs of
the society.

The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) in his introductory message welcomed the members
and especially who have come from far flung areas of the country and across the world. The
General Secretary apologised for holding the 18th AGM a bit late and showed his regrets
for the inconvenience caused to the members of the society. He explained that it was
due to the fact that the society remained engaged in one after the other audit processes
during all such period, as besides regular Annual Audit for the years 2016-17 and 2017-18,
the society went through a five year special audit from Year 2012-13 to 2016-17 which was
further followed by another five year Forensic Audit from 2011-12 to 2015-16. He reiterated
the fact that the society intended to include all such reports in its agenda for the General
Body, instantly in the better interest of the members.
Keeping in view of last year disruption in question answer session, he requested the members
of the society not to raise any question during the process of agenda presentation rather
each and every member would be provided with an opportunity to raise his or her question
during the question answer session where speaker microphones will be provided on their
Held on 27th October 2018
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seats. The members were duly requested to restrain from disrupting the proceedings of
the meeting.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) expressed that with firm believe in God and
cooperation of the members of the society he took this difficult task as a challenge and
by the grace of Allah the almighty, the success is now visible. He further reiterated that
all those members to whom physical possession of plots have not been provided by the
society so far, should need not to be got depressed, as the society is making its all-out
efforts for providing possession to the remaining members as soon as possible which may
take a maximum period of eighteen to twenty four months.
In this context, he also informed the members of the society that keeping in view the
prevailing sky rocketing prices of raw land in all mozas, following under the LOP, the
society has decided to provide an opportunity to cancelled plot holders along with all those
members of unpossessed plots, who are members of the society since long but cannot
afford to wait further for eighteen to twenty four months; to sell (buy back for the society)
their plots to the society, whereby the society shall purchase their unpossessed plots @
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Rs.9,000/- to Rs.10,000/- per sq. yds for plots of size 500 sq. yds (50X90) and Rs.12,000/to Rs.13,000/- per sq. yds for plots of sizes below 500 sq. yds respectively. However this
facility shall not be applicable on chronic defaulters who have been charged escalation
charges @ Rs.5,000/- per sq. yd. The payment shall be made in two instalments within
two months subject to availability of funds. He further explained that this opportunity
will be entirely optional and on voluntary basis. The members will be free to either opt
this opportunity or sell it in open market or wait till the time the land is purchased by the
society. He categorically emphasized that it is the intention of the society that instead of
giving benefits to the land owners, society’s members should be given preference. In case
the members opt for selling their plots to society, all such plots will be utilized for purchase
of land in future, by re allotting these plots at higher rates accordingly. All such premium
shall be charged and adjusted against land account.
He informed the members of the society that the Jamia Masjid would have been started
by now but due to some reservations of the Manging Committee on the beautiful design
of Masjid relating to some water feature around the Masjid, the matter was deferred till
revision of design; and it was expected that by January 2019 the work would be started. He
also informed that the Masjid shall be operated by the society itself without attributing it
to any specific faith.
The General Secretary informed the members of the society that by the grace of Allah the
Almighty, the new gate of the society is now open and it is a matter of pride for the society
that first we had one gate, now there are two gates in the society and a third gate is also
under plan.
Furthermore he also informed the members of the society that there was a general
request from various members that society has no dealer’s network at site and most of
the time whenever the members contact the nearby dealers they do not cooperate with
them and divert prospective members to other societies. As such in response to members’
request, the society has constructed some offices at site, for all those loyal dealers who
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have supported the society by marketing society’s plots successfully and raised good will
of the society in the recent years. He further explained that all the expenditure incurred on
establishing and furnishing these offices will be covered through some nominal charges/
fee to be charged from the dealers which will offset the cost accordingly. Since the facility
will be on non-recurring cost basis as such the right to get the premises/office vacated from
the dealers will rests with the society and the right of possession will not accrue on dealers
at any time. He also informed that allocation of these offices will be purely on merit basis
to first seven dealers who remained instrumental in getting maximum transfers during
specific period. He further explained that it is anticipated that with this arrangement the
marketability of plots of the society will improve to a greater extent.
He further emphasised upon the members and specially those members whose plots are
in possession, to start depositing their dues immediately in two instalments within three
months with immediate effect positively and get the benefit of waiver of late payment
surcharge accordingly. Failing which no concession will be given to any one after three
months.
The benefits of tree plantation drive and horticultural work was also emphasised by the
General Secretary, who informed the members of the society that the benefits of these
tree plantation start flowing with in six to eight months.
While referring to the development work activities, the General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns)
informed the members of the society that the matter regarding commissioning of Sui
Gas, in the already installed Sui gas pipelines, is in process and will be started shortly, as
the matter went in to dispute on account of misunderstanding on part of SNGPL where a
cancelled housing society by the name Teletown registered under RDA’s was inadvertently
considered as being T&TECHS and accordingly the already in process case of the society
for commissioning of gas got in doldrums, however in a high level meeting the matter stood
resolved and it was expected that the process of commissioning will be started very soon.
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Furthermore he also informed that the society had already issued a purchase order
for supply of 8 transformers from M/s. Elemetec Pvt Limited along with supply of 100
LT distribution boxes ( 50 Nos. received) however these purchase orders for supply of 8
transformers and 50 LT Distribution Boxes could not be materialized due to some financial
issues, other wise 8 transformers and remaining 50 LT Distribution boxes would have been
received by now. He expected it to be received in the near future as well.
To yet another pressing demand of members for restoration of construction incentive, the
General Secretary informed that the matter is under consideration and will be restored
conditionally if deemed approved.
He also announced that the society intends to commence a dispensary, ambulance
service and fire brigade setup along with a latest sophisticated security system within a
short period of time.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) reiterated that all these achievements are the result of
team efforts for which we all should be profusely thankful to Allah the Almighty.
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Agenda Item No.4

Approval of Annual Audited Accounts for the year 2016-17
& 2017-18 along with Special Audit for the year 2011-2016
and completion of Forensic Audit 2011-16 in compliance to
instructions of the Supreme Court of Pakistan. (Reports are
available on official website of the society for want of review
by members). Members are requested to please get them reviewed before attending the meeting. Members can obtain
the reports from society’s office as well.
Annual audit report and accounts for the year 2016-17 & 2017-18 along with Special Audit for
the year 2011-2017 were presented before the members of the society for their approval.
The General Secretary/G.M.(OPNS) apprised the members of the society that audit of the
annual accounts for the year 2016-17 & 2017-18 had been got conducted by the Cooperative
Societies Department through M/s. Tahir Siddiqui & Company Chartered Accountants, an
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independent auditor of “A” Category firms of Chartered Accountants and Alhamdolillah no
unusual observation had been reported there in. Similarly the Special Audit of the accounts
of the society for the five years i.e. 2011-2017 had been got conducted by the Cooperative
Societies Department through M/s. Kreston Hyder Bhimji & Co. Chartered Accountants
who are also independent auditors of “A” category firms of Chartered Accountants. In this
audit also no unusual observation had been reported as well.
Furthermore the General Secretary/G.M. (OPNS) also informed that in the light of
directions of the Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan vide order dated 08.05.2017
passed in CPL.1331 issued vide dated 24.07.2017 and under the directions of FIA dated
18.07.2017, a Forensic Audit of accounts of the Society for the period from 01.07.2011 to
30.06.2016 (5 Years) have also been conducted and completed successfully. Although it
took some considerable time to get it completed, yet no adverse and unusual observations
have been pointed out therein. Throughout the year, the society remained occupied in
getting these audits cleared and it was due to this reason the AGM was delayed. However
it was felt necessary by the management of the society to get the Forensic Audit Report
included in the agenda for this AGM.
The General Secretary/G.M.(OPNS) informed the members that the audit report along
with accounts for the year 2016-17 & 2017-18 along with Special Audit for the year 2011-16
and the Forensic Audit Report for the year 2011-16 were made available on the society’s
official website for the assessment of the members as well. Consequent upon approval of
the minutes of this meeting, by the Registrar, these accounts will stand approved on the
society’s website.
The members unanimously approved the Annual Audit Report and Accounts for the year
2016-17 & 2017-18 along with Special Audit Report for the year 2011-17 & Forensic Audit
Report for the year 2011-16.
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Agenda Item No.5

The Managing Committee has purchased land measuring
219 kanal 15 Marla during the year 2017-18 vide following mutations, where against most of the landowners were issued
plots of size 30X60 and 40X80 in lieu of payments to be
made there against.
i. In Moza Naugazzi purchased land measuring 69 Kanal 2 Marla vide Mutation Nos. 4650
,4651,4655,4656,4660,4663,4668,4700,4701,4747,4748.
ii. In Moza Dora purchased land measuring 17 Kanal 15 Marla, vide Mutation No. 1092.
iii. In Moza Ahl e Piswaal purchased land measuring 132 Kanal 18 Marla vide Mutation Nos
.49,55,56,59,65,66,90,108,109,114,93, 130,131.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members that till last AGM the present
Managing Committee of the society had purchased land measuring 580 Kanals, the details
of which were shared with the members by mentioning the individual mutation numbers
in the agenda in order to provide an opportunity to the members for checking these
mutations and the genuineness of the buyers from the revenue records of concerned
revenue department, if required. This step was appreciated not only by the members but
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other stake holders as well. As such this year even more detailed agenda was published for
the benefit of the members and likewise mutation wise details of land purchased during
the year measuring 219 kanals 15 Marla were also made part of the agenda. The General
Secretary reiterated that by the grace of Allah the almighty, the present Managing
Committee has so far purchased more than 800 kanals of land. Furthermore it was
also explained that buying of land in these Mozas was very difficult, especially under the
circumstances where the resources of the society was not such that the society could
have dominated the terms of purchase. The society had no other alternative but to offer
plots to the landowners otherwise society would have remained unfunded and had this
option was not availed, the society would not have been developed and completed as it
is now. It was therefore the society managed to induce the land owners to sell their land
against partial payments through cross cheques and balance adjusted against issuance
of plots. In most of the circumstances the society has obtained the possession of land on
credit basis by issuing post dated cheques.
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The mutation wise detail of land as mentioned in the agenda was presented before the
members as under:
S.No.
1.

Moza
Naugazzi

Land
69 K 02 M

2.
3.

Dora
Ahle Piswaal

17 K 15 M
132 K 18 M

Mutation Nos.
4650,4651,4655,4656,4660,4663,466
8,4700,4701,4747,4748.
1092
49,55,56,59,65,66,90,108,109,114,93
, 130,131.

Furthermore the General Secretary reiterated that these mutation numbers are deliberated
mentioned in the agenda so that in case anybody wanted to get these mutations verified,
can verify the same from revenue department accordingly.
.
The members appreciated the efforts made by the society in purchase of 219 Kanal 15
Marla during the period and unanimously accorded their approval for:
a. Purchase of land measuring 69 Kanal 2 Marla in Moza Naugazzi vide Mutation
Nos.4650,4651,4655,4656,4660, 4663,4668,4700, 4701,4747&4748.
b. Purchase of land measuring 17 Kanal 15 marla in In Moza Dora vide Mutation No. 1092.
c. Purchase of land measuring 132 Kanal 18 marla in Moza Ahl e Piswaal vide Mutation No
s.49,55,56,59,65,66,90,108,109, 114,93,130&131.
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Agenda Item No.6

Awareness and approval of sale of one mixed used apartment plot and 28 commercial plots through auction vide
newspaper advertisement dated 04.06.2017 after getting
approval of the regulatory authority vide letter No. 1880/CR/
ICT/B dated 20.06.2017, whereas one mixed used plot and 5
commercial plots were sold through auction vide newspaper
advertisement dated 14.06.2018 after getting approval of
the regulatory authority vide letter No. 1978/CR/ICT/B dated
27.06.2018.
The members were duly informed about sale of one mixed used apartment plot and 28
commercial plots through auction vide newspaper advertisement dated 04.06.2017
after getting approval of the regulatory authority vide letter No. 1880/CR/ICT/B dated
20.06.2017, along with one mixed used plot and 5 commercial plots that were sold through
auction vide newspaper advertisement dated 14.06.2018 after getting approval of the
regulatory authority vide letter No. 1978/CR/ICT/B dated 27.06.2018.
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Furthermore he also informed that as already informed in the 17th Annual General Meeting
under agenda item No. 2 the society has auctioned the above referred plots after fulfilling
all legal and codal formalities as conveyed vide Circle Registrar’s letter No. 1693/CR/
ICT/B dated 22.05.2018 and the auction proceedings were made in the presence of the
representative of the regulating authority.
The General Secretary informed the members of the society that the regulatory authority
granted its approval with the condition that approval of both the auctions must be got
ratified from the general body of the society through its Annual General Meeting. As such
the matter is placed before the general body in its 18th Annual general meeting for approval
of the house.
The members unanimously approved, without any objection from any member present in
the meeting, the sale of one mixed used apartment plot and 28 commercial plots through
auction vide newspaper advertisement dated 04.06.2017 along with one mixed used plot
and 5 commercial plots that were sold through auction vide newspaper advertisement
dated 14.06.2018 duly approved by the regulatory authority vide letter No. 1880/CR/ICT/B
dated 20.06.2017 and letter No. 1978/CR/ICT/B dated 27.06.2018 respectively .
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Agenda Item No.7

Likewise AGM 2017, this year also, the society has decided
not to levy any additional charges on regular and fully paid
members. However this decision shall not be applicable on
cancelled and defaulting members. Awareness and approval
to this effect.
The General Secretary/G.M. (OPNS) announced that likewise AGM 2017, this year also,
the society has decided not to levy any additional charges on regular and non-defaulting
members however, the General Secretary emphasised that this decision shall not be
applicable on defaulting members. It is because of the defaulting members that the society
is confronted with shortage of funds and as a result of which purchase of remaining land
and completion of development work is being delayed. Instead the society intends to
refund the amount to defaulting members as already approved by the general body in its
previous Annual General Meeting.
The members appreciated the announcement and noted the same as information
accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.8

It is a matter of pleasure for the members of the society that
some 1180 plots are ready for possession and many have
also obtained physical possession, where as some members
have yet to obtain possession. All those members who have
obtained possession of their plots but have not started construction there upon are advised to start construction within six months positively, as this is damaging the image of the
society, failing which the society intends to levy “Non- Construction Charges.” Furthermore approval for levy of corner
charges on all corner plots.
While presenting the agenda regarding application of “No Construction Charges” the
General Secretary/G.M.(OPNS) informed the members of the society that it is in favour of
all those honourable members who have obtained possession of their plots, to immediately
start construction thereupon, as day by day the prices are going higher and higher and
the cost of construction in future will be affected accordingly. As such a six month grace
period cum early warning was given to members to start the construction work otherwise
No Construction Charges will be applied as being introduced/ levied in various societies.
Similarly the matter regarding application of corner charges was also explained by the
General Secretary and informed that; generally the corner charges are applied at the
time of possession on the total cost of the plot whereas the society had initially charged
the corner charges on the cost of land, which had not been adjusted with the application
of additional and escalation charges applied by the society subsequently. It is therefore
in order to regularize the issue the society has adjusted the corner charges with the
differential amount to make it equal to 10% of the total cost.
The General Body accorded its approval for adjustment, revision and application of corner
charges to make it equal to 10% of the total cost.
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Agenda Item No.9

Awareness and approval of all:
a. Administrative, capital and other expenditure:
b. Expenditure incurred on electrification, gas and payments made to various
material suppliers against development work.
c. Expenditure incurred on horticultural work.
d. Repair, renovation and purchase of sites office furniture.
e. Payments made to labour contractor in accordance with approved rates duly
certified by consultant.
The General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) placed the agenda for approval of all expenditure
incurred during the year 2016-18 as per annual audited accounts and audit reports
regarding administrative, capital and other expenditure along with expenditure incurred on
electrification, gas and payments made to various material suppliers against development
work of the society. Furthermore the members were also apprised of expenditure
incurred on horticultural work, repair, renovation and purchase of sites office furniture and
payments made to labor contractor in accordance with approved rates duly certified by
the consultant of the society.
The members duly approved all administrative, capital and development related expenditure
incurred against horticulture work and purchase of material and payments made to labour
contractors during year 2016-18 accordingly.
Held on 27th October 2018
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Agenda Item No.10

Awareness and approval regarding matter pertaining to
bought back files/plots, where the Society has bought back
files on control rate from open market and re-allotted them
to land owners and various contractors and members at 75%
higher rates, enabling the society to clear their outstanding
payments and thereby helped the society in managing its
financial affairs in a better way.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (OPNS) informed the members of the society that as already
approved by the general body in its 17th AGM under agenda item No.10 the Society bought
back files on control rate from open market and re-allotted them to land owners and
various contractors and members at 75% higher rates, enabling the society to clear their
outstanding payments and thereby helped the society in managing its financial affairs in a
better way. This has drastically reduced the heavy burden of managing financial resources
for purchasing land for these plots. Although the society reserves the right to cancel the
plots of the defaulters, but in order to avoid unnecessary litigation cost and time, the buy
back option was considered to be more effective. These types of measures are normally
adopted by most of the societies as a legitimate means of managing financial crunches.
As such the society has bought back/ merged plots as disclosed in the audit report for the
year ended on June 30, 2016.
The members approved buying back of plots by the society on premium and their
reissuance against outstanding payments to various landowners against purchase of land
or payments to material suppliers or labour contractors at current market price.
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Agenda Item No.11

Approval for all incoming and outgoing members of residential and commercial plot holders along with refund of
amounts to outgoing members on account of default.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) placed the agenda for approval of all incoming and
outgoing members of residential and commercial plot holders along with refund of amount
to outgoing cancelled file holder members on account of default which was duly approved
by the members accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.12

Awareness and approval of all decisions of the Managing
Committee made through signed Resolutions and minutes
of the Managing Committee Meetings since last 17th Annual
General Meeting.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) explained and placed the agenda for approval of all the
decisions and resolutions of the Managing Committee passed through Resolutions Nos.
87 to 92 i.e., up to the end of last tenure of the Manging Committee and from 1st Resolution
to 30th Resolution passed till date of the current tenure of the Managing Committee.
Furthermore he also explained and informed the general body that since last Annual
General Meeting held on 26th February 2017 the Managing Committee convened 16
Managing Committee Meetings from 176 to 191besides according approvals for payments
through office note sheets and executing agreements and other approvals for payments.
The members of the society appreciated the system and procedure adopted by the
society for granting sanctions and formally accorded their approval for all the decisions
of the Manging Committee passes through Resolutions or under Managing Committee
Meetings along with approvals for payments through office note sheets and executing
agreements.
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Agenda Item No.13

Any other matter(s) with the permission of the chair, followed
by Question/Answer session and refreshment.
Please refer Question No.6 below.
In the end a question/ answer session was started and following questions were placed
before the General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) who replied each and every member’s query.
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Q&A

Q. 01. How can a member brings in investors when his own plot is un possessed, since
long?
The President and the General Secretary both explained the circumstances and assured
all the members, who have not been provided with the possession of their plot as yet, that
the society is committed to provide them possession of their plots as soon as possible.
More than 1,180 members who have been provided with possession of their plot had also
waited for some time; as such the remaining members must not get depressed and also
wait patiently for their turn.
Q. 02. Can some temporary arrangements be made by the society for establishment of
a Masjid at the proposed site of the Masjid?
The members were advised to use the neighbouring Society’s Masjid till such time. The
construction work of the Masjid will be started very soon.
Q. 03. What is the plan of the society, regarding Hospital in the area?
The society intends to initially start a dispensary instead of Hospital along with a provision
of an ambulance for emergency purposes only. However with the increase in residential
occupancy the matter will be examined accordingly.
Q. 04. Does the society has any news regarding progress on getting Fatehjang road, a
dual carriage way?
Does the society has any news regarding progress on getting Fatehjang road, a dual
carriage way?
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Q&A

Q. 05. What is the progress on right of access given to adjoining societies?
As already approved by the general body in its 17th Annual General Meeting, the matter
is duly addressed by the society and efforts are under way for purchase of land for the
connecting roads within LOP.
Q.06. Previously, construction incentive package was granted for twenty new
constructions, this time how many new constructions will come under the package?
With the approval of the chair as an agenda under item No.13 the general body accorded its
approval for continuation of construction incentive package for another 30 immediate new
constructions since completion of last twenty constructions.
Q. 07. What are the terms and rates of non-construction charges?
This will be decided later on. The members were advised in their own favour to realize the
market trends and get advantage of early construction to avoid inflationary jumps in future
cost of construction.
Q. 08. Is it possible for the society to provide copies of the minutes of the Annual General
Meeting sooner than the practice?
It was informed for the general knowledge of the members that once the Annual General
Meeting is over, the minutes of the meeting are prepared and immediately submitted to
the Registrar for information and perusal. Consequent upon getting clearance the minutes
are sent for printing purposes. As soon as printed copies are received, besides sending
it to individual members, a copy of the same is uploaded on the official website with the
understanding that in case anyone could not get a copy of these minutes may download
the same from the website or get a printed copy of the minutes from the office accordingly.
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The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the chair followed by lunch served in the honour of the
distinguished guests.

Azhar Balouch
General Secretary/G.M.(Opns)

Resolved in concurrence to above:
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